Metrc Business Reference - Canix
From:
Canix (legal name, Entrc, LLC)
63 Bluxome St. Ste. A
San Francisco, CA 94107
To:
Office of Management and Enterprise Services
5005 N. Lincoln Blvd. Oklahoma City, OK 73105
Dear OMES Staff,
Our company, Canix, currently has 100+ Oklahoma cultivators and processors as
customers that use our seed-to-sale platform which satisfies current requirements
according to the rules of the:
TITLE 310: OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH MEDICAL
CHAPTER 681: MARIJUANA CONTROL PROGRAM
We are providing this reference for Metrc for two reasons: (1) They have a great
track-and-trace (seed-to-sale) system that assists our clients in California, Colorado,
Oregon, and Michigan. (2) We know our Oklahoma customers need this program.
Okle’s are a unique bunch and need a quality tracking system that can support their
needs. We’ve gotten to know our customers and these are cannabis entrepreneurs who
range from construction workers, plumbers, nurses, transport drivers, and many other
honest working jobs. OMMA license criteria has done a great job keeping license
ownership at home and available to locals. However, the tracking system for those
users needs to be simple and straightforward while having robust capabilities needed by
the state.
For that reason, the best choice you can make for your license holders is Metrc.
We’ve worked in several states and now exclusively work in Oklahoma and Metrc
states. Metrc’s ability to simplify the compliance reporting in accordance to state
regulations, quickly launch in a new state, and offer a quality open API (communication
language to 3rd parties like us) make it our top choice based on market experience in
the state.

The Canix ERP helps customers with cannabis and non-cannabis inventory tracking,
sales orders, accounting integrations, and compliance requirements. For other states,
our compliance reporting is done by the Metrc API meaning our clients are able to use
our system for all of the business needs and we validate(send) the information to and
from Metrc. Systems like ours lack the feature rich compliance reporting of state
regulators and a unified RFID tagging system. However, their quality API allows
cannabis businesses to utilize technological advances made by companies like ours
that aren’t possible with other systems.
Should you wish to discuss more information, feel free to contact us by email
stacey@getcanix.com to set up a call.
Sincerely,
Stacey Hronowski, CEO
Canix

